Environmental
information by area
This summary of the environmental sensitivities along the route indicates how
they will be addressed by the design of the scheme. The feedback from this
consultation shall be used to inform the development of appropriate mitigation
measures to include in the scheme design which will result in an Environmental
Statement submitted in support of the planning application for the scheme
to the Department for Transport in the summer of 2021. The Environmental
Statement will include information to show how feedback from stakeholder
engagement (including this consultation) has been taken into account in the
scheme design.
The environmental information provided here looks at these different sections
of the route:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cambridge Biomedical Campus (CBC) along Francis Crick Avenue
CBC to Hinton Way, crossing Granham’s Road en-route
Hinton Way to Haverhill Road
Haverhill Road to Sawston Road
Sawston Road to High Street (south of Babraham)
High Street to the A11 Travel Hub
A11 Travel Hub

General design drawings are included to show the route in each section of the
scheme, as well as layout drawings for some elements such as the proposed
public transport stops. Outline landscape and habitat creation opportunities
are also shown in these drawings. Finally a summary table in each section
looks at the key environmental issues with a brief comment on the sensitivities
and mitigation measures to be undertaken. We welcome feedback on the
sensitivities identified and the proposed mitigation measures.
The impact of the development in terms of greenhouse gas emissions (also
known as carbon footprint) is also being considered. These emissions affect the
global atmosphere, rather than specific areas, and so they are therefore assessed
over the whole route. We are considering emissions during construction
(including production of the materials used to construct the scheme), and
from the scheme when it is in operation. Our assessment includes looking at
opportunities to reduce the carbon footprint of the scheme.

Cambridge Biomedical
Campus
The first 680m of the route alignment starts in the
Cambridge Biomedial Campus (CBC) at the junction of the
existing guided busway with Francis Crick Avenue. The
route then follows Francis Crick Avenue, fully segregated
from other traffic and located centrally down the avenue
between the busway and the Addenbrooke’s Road
roundabout. Along this section of the route there will be
a stop near to the proposed Cambridge South Station
entrance off Francis Crick Avenue.
The CSET route will then leave the existing road network
at the roundabout to enter a segregated alignment
running towards the existing railway line initially, before
heading south.
The proposed Cambridge South Station will be accessed
via a new road, currently being developed by Network
Rail. GCP, Network Rail and the CBC are collaborating
on an integrated design for this section of the CSET
scheme. The Cambridge South Station scheme is being
developed in a similar timescale to the CSET scheme, but
each is subject to its own environmental assessment and
approvals process.
The Cambridge South Station consultation runs from
19th October – 29th November, available online here:
www.networkrail.co.uk/cambridge-south-station
A general arrangement plan for the route in this area is
shown in the top right figure.
A typical cross section of the route in this area is shown in
the bottom right figure.

Active travel path

Northbound road

Public transport corridor

Southbound road
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There will be a segregated path for pedestrians and cyclists on the western side of Francis Crick Avenue
connecting to the DNA Path at the southern end of the avenue.
Vehicles from premises along Francis Crick Avenue will have to leave and enter the avenue using a one-way
system, as the public transport route down the centre of the avenue will prevent vehicles moving in the two
directional manner that currently exists. Therefore, there may be slightly increased journey times for anyone
accessing or leaving the premises along the avenue. For further information on this please see the separate
information board describing the scheme design along Francis Crick Avenue in more detail.
Environmental
Issue

Key sensitivites in area

How we propose to address these

Air Quality

Urbanised environment with numerous
sensitive receptors likely to be in the area.

Electric buses will reduce emissions that are harmful to
air quality.

Biodiversity

There are no significant sensitivities in this
urbanised environment.

No major mitigation proposals required.

Community and
Health

Access to Cambridge South Station,
employment sites and medical facilities.
Maintaining access to public rights of way.
Vulnerable users in the area.
Increased likelihood of emergency vehicles.

Providing a stop for CSET passengers which considers the
needs of vulnerable users.
The crossing of Francis Crick Avenue near Cambridge.
South Station and the busway junction will facilitate
multi-user access and safe crossing of this junction.
Segregation of cycling and pedestrian paths along
western side of FCA.
Active Travel path connects to DNA Path.

Flood risk and
water resources

Ensure no change to flood risk in area.

Design for drainage will ensure flood risks are fully
accounted for, including allowances for climate change
based on Sustainable Drainage (SuDS) Principals.
Scheme drainage will integrate into CBC drainage
strategy.

Heritage

Not a significant issue in this newly
developed area.

No specific mitigation proposed.

Landscape and
Visual Impacts

Changes to relatively new road layout and
landscaping.

New layout to include replacement planting where
possible.

Land and Soils

Not a significant issue in this newly
developed area.

No specific mitigation proposed.

Noise and
Vibration

Medical facilities with patients in close
proximity to route.
Research facilities which may have sensitive
equipment which could be affected by
vibration.

Aligning route to minimise impacts on sensitive receptors
in area.
Working with stakeholders to identify concerns and how
scheme can help reduce noise impact on the area.
Recommendations to include monitoring and
management of vibration sources during construction.
Where practicable noise mitigation (e.g. bunds or
acoustic barriers) if new road layout results in significant
adverse effects at nearby sensitive receptors.
Electric vehicles will assist to minimise potential noise
impacts.

Traffic and
Transport

Safe access to and use of Francis Crick
Avenue for all users.
Maintaining traffic flow whilst providing
priority to public transport.

Assess impact on traffic flows of the proposed scheme
design.
Segregated design aims to minimise conflict between
public transport and other users of Francis Crick Avenue,
whilst maintaining flow of traffic.

You are invited to provide feedback on the scheme proposals in the questionnaire in the ‘Have your say’ section of this consultation.
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The proposed landscape planting has been
discussed with Cambridge City Council and
other relevant stakeholders in the area. The
objectives of the planting are to:
• Provide a protective buffer to the existing
woodland with new tree planting
• Provide an extended area of mixed
grassland to benefit a wider range of
biodiversity including wintering and
nesting birds.
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Hobson's Brook

From CBC the public transport route will be
segregated and run for 1.18km to the west
of Nine Wells Local Nature Reserve, adjacent to and parallel with the mainline railway, before curving along the eastern
hedge line towards Granham’s Road. This
section of the route crosses the Hobson’s
Conduit (a watercourse with historic significance) but is otherwise in arable fields.
There are hedge lines that provide breeding
and winter shelter habitats for ground
nestGuided busw
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ing and other bird species in this area. The
scheme seeks to avoid direct impacts on
these sensitive habitats.

crossing and continues in a south easterly direction through two
fields before crossing Hinton Way. This stretch is about 0.88km
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Environmental
Issue

Key sensitivites in area

How we propose to address these

Air Quality

No significant concerns in this rural
environment.

Electric public transport vehicles will reduce the air quality effects
of the scheme.

Biodiversity

Nine Wells Local Nature Reserve.
Protected species using Hobson’s
Conduit.
Farmland bird species during winter
and breeding season.
Protected species along the route.
Bats using hedges and woodland.
Hares present.

Additional habitat creation around the local nature reserve and
along the route.
Avoiding direct impact on Hobson’s Conduit by design of
appropriate bridge.
Moved route away from hedgerow south of Nine Wells. Local
Nature Reserve running to Granham’s Road which is used by
nesting priority bird species, to include buffer planting between
hedgerow and route.
Additional habitat creation along the route – improving
connectivity between existing habitat and benefiting species in
the area.

Community and
Health

Nine Wells Local Nature Reserve is
popular destination.
The DNA Path is well used by
non-motorised users and is part of
SUSTRANs network.
Maintaining existing access to land
and properties and all Public Right of
Way (PRoW) and permissive paths.

Improving access arrangement to Local Nature Reserve.
Active Travel path of scheme will join DNA path. Improvements to
DNA path (widened where practical).
Active Travel path integrated to Sawston Greenway plans to
increase access to countryside.
No permanent changes to PRoW or permissive paths proposed.
Some temporary controls on PRoW use during construction.
Alignments and land take reduced where practical, avoiding
taking small areas of land from fields where this can be avoided.

Flood risk and
water resources

Flooding of Active Travel and public
transport route from existing surface
water drains and network.
Increase in flood risk to adjacent
land due to Active Travel and public
transport route.

Design to minimise impacts from scheme (including bridge
crossing Hobson’s Conduit) on flood risk to adjacent land
to include climate change impacts in long term using SuDS
principles.
Design to minimise impacts on scheme from other flood risk
related to existing surface water network in the area.

Heritage

Buried archaeology.
Designated archaeological asset site
to west of mainline railway.
Nine Wells Monument (Grade II).
Hobson’s Conduit - undesignated
heritage feature.
Granham’s Farm, earthwork site of
former Medieval Burh.

Geophysical surveys completed in 2020. Trial trenching
programme underway to evaluate buried archaeology.
Landscape planting to minimise impacts on setting of listed
heritage assets.
Design of bridge over Hobson’s Conduit to minimise any impact
on water course channel.

Landscape and
Visual Impacts

Setting of Nine Wells Local Nature
Reserve.
Recreational users in the area.
Residential properties along Coppice
Way.
Users of DNA path.

Landscape design to minimise impacts and improve setting of the
nature reserve.
Landscape design along the route to take into account existing
landscape character of area to minimise visual impact.
Bridge over Hobson’s Conduit to be designed to merge with
landscape design.
Landscape planting being considered to provide long term
screening opposite Coppice Way.

Land and Soils

Loss of arable land.
Grade 2 agricultural land.

Reuse of soils on scheme where ever practical.
Balance impact of scheme on arable land take with benefits from
scheme features (eg. habitat creation to increase).

Noise and
Vibration

Recreational users in the area.
Local Nature Reserve receptors.
Residential properties along Coppice
Way.

Where practicable noise mitigation (e.g. bunds or acoustic
barriers) if the scheme results in significant adverse effects at
nearby sensitive receptors.
Design to use low bunds where practical to minimise road noise.
Electric vehicles will assist to minimise potential noise impacts.

Traffic and
Transport

Granham’s Road and Hinton Way
crossing.
East West Rail alignment not defined
yet in this area.
Maintaining PRoW.

Consideration of potential East West Rail route alignment in
scheme design.
Scheme avoids any permanent change in PRoW. Some temporary
controls on PRoW use during construction.
Connectivity to DNA path and Sawston Greenway.
Hinton Way and Granham’s Road crossings will be controlled in
favour of public transport with minimal delay to road users.

You are invited to provide feedback on the scheme proposals in the questionnaire in the ‘Have your say’ section of this consultation.
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Environmental
Issue

Key sensitivites in area

How we propose to address these

Air Quality

No significant concerns in this rural
environment.

Electric public transport vehicles will reduce the air quality effects
of the scheme.

Biodiversity

Farmland bird species during winter
and breeding season.
Bats using hedges and woodland.

Additional habitat creation along the route – improving
connectivity between existing habitat.

Community and
Health

Maintaining access to and use of land
and properties.

Increased connectivity between Hinton Way and Haverhill Road
via new Active Travel path.
Possible improvement to Active Travel path along Haverhill Road.
No permanent changes to PRoW or permissive paths proposed.
Some temporary controls on PRoW use during construction.
Stop for access by local community to public transport on the
scheme.
Landscape design and lighting designs to minimise visual
intrusion and noise effects on residents.
Alignments and land take reduced where practical, avoiding
taking small areas of land from fields where this can be avoided.

Flood risk and
water resources

Flooding from Active Travel and public transport route to adjacent land.
No other major sensitivities.

Design to minimise impacts from scheme on flood risk to adjacent
land to include climate change impacts in long term using SuDS
principles.

Heritage

Buried archaeology from multiple
periods.
Middlefield House (Grade II*).
Church of St Andrew (Grade II*).

Geophysical surveys completed in 2020.
Trial trenching to inform further potential mitigation for buried
archaeology.
Screening by bunding and landscape planting to minimise
impacts on setting of listed buildings and local historic buildings
which contribute to local historic character.

Landscape and
Visual Impacts

Residential properties.
Magog Down views across route.
Lighting impacts from stop at Hinton
Way.

Landscape design along the route to take into account existing
landscape character of area to minimise visual impact.
LED lighting at stops designed to minimise light spill, lighting
strategy to be developed that minimises lighting during nonoperational hours.

Land and Soils

Loss of arable land.
Mainly Grade 3 agricultural land.
Some Grade 2 agricultural land nearer
Haverhill Road.
Severance of land parcels impacting
existing use of land.

Reuse of soils in landscaping design.
Design to balance land take with benefits achieved through
scheme design (eg. new habitat creation or screening to minimise
visual impacts).
Access to fields to be included in design in consultation with
landowners.

Noise and
Vibration

Residential properties close to road
and stops.

Baseline noise surveys to include locations representative of
closest receptors to route alignment and stops.
Where practicable noise mitigation (e.g. bunds or acoustic barriers)
to be included in design where scheme results in significant
adverse effects at nearby sensitive receptors.
Mitigation to reduce noise from stops to be defined in agreement
with stakeholders.
Electric vehicles will assist to minimise potential noise impacts.

Traffic and
Transport

Safety of road users on Hinton Way
and Haverhill Road.

Signal controlled crossings in favour of public transport with
minimal delay to road users.

You are invited to provide feedback on the scheme proposals in the questionnaire in the ‘Have your say’ section of this consultation.
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A general arrangement plan for the route in this area is
shown on the right.
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On the southern side of the Haverhill Road signalised
crossing there will be the Stapleford Stop. This will have
the same facilities as described for the Great Shelford
Stop and the proposed layout is shown below.
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Environmental
Issue

Key sensitivites in area

How we propose to address these

Air Quality

No significant concerns in this
rural environment.

Electric public transport vehicles will reduce the air quality effects of the
scheme.

Biodiversity

Bridge over River Granta which
is a Country Wildlife Site.
Protected species along the
route.
Farmland bird species during
winter and breeding season.

Bridge design to avoid impact on River Granta County Wildlife Site.
Bridge design to accommodate bats flying along River Granta.
Route alignment taking protected species into account.
Potential licence requirements for relocating protected species prior to
construction.
Additional habitat creation along the route.

Community and
Health

Maintaining existing access
to land and properties and all
PRoW and permissive paths.
New residential properties
being constructed immediately
near Sawston Road.

No permanent changes to PRoW or permissive paths proposed. Some
temporary controls on PRoW use during construction.
Potential to create bench/picnic area along Active Travel path.
Stop for access by local community to public transport on the scheme.
Landscape design and lighting designs to minimise visual intrusion and
noise effects on residents.
Alignments and land take reduced where practical, avoiding taking small
areas of land from fields where this can be avoided.

Flood risk and
water resources

Floodplain in the area of River
Granta.
Potential loss of flood storage
due to bridge over River Granta.
Flooding of Active Travel and
public transport route from
existing surface water drains.
Flooding from Active Travel
and public transport route to
adjacent land.

Design to minimise impacts from scheme on flood risk to adjacent land to
include climate change impacts in long term using SuDS principles.
Bridge will be on viaduct (not embankment) to minimise impact of the
scheme on flood storage in the floodplain and impact on channel.
Design to minimise impacts on scheme from other flood risk related to
existing surface water drains in the area.
Compensation flood storage to be provided as appropriate.

Heritage

Buried archaeology.
Middlefield House (Grade II*)
view across River Granta valley.

Geophysical surveys completed in 2020.
Trial trenching to inform further potential mitigation for buried
archaeology.
Screening by bunding and landscape planting to minimise impacts on
setting of listed buildings and local historic buildings which contribute to
local historic character.
Design of bridge over River Granta to take into account opportunities to
minimise intrusion on setting of heritage assets.

Landscape and
Visual Impacts

View from Magog Down viewpoint.
Bridge over River Granta.
Lighting around the stop at
Haverhill Road.

Landscape design along the route to take into account existing landscape
character of area to minimise visual impact.
Route landscape design to minimise impact of route on long distance
views.
Design of bridge to minimise visual impact.
LED lighting at stops designed to minimise light spill, lighting strategy to
be developed that minimises lighting during non-operational hours.

Land and Soils

Loss of arable land.
Grade 2 agricultural land.
Some Grade 3 agricultural land
in floodplain.
Severance of land parcels
impacting existing use of land.

Reuse of soils in landscaping design.
Design to balance land take with benefits achieved through scheme design
(eg. New habitat creation or screening to minimise visual impacts).
Access to fields to be included in design in consultation with landowners.

Noise and
Vibration

Open countryside, recreational
users.
New residential properties
north of Babraham Road.
Proximity to North Farm.

Baseline noise surveys to include locations representative of closest
receptors to route alignment and stops.
Where practicable noise mitigation (e.g. bunds or acoustic barriers) to be
included in design where scheme results in significant adverse effects at
nearby sensitive receptors.
Mitigation to reduce noise from stops to be defined in agreement with
stakeholders.
Electric vehicles will assist to minimise potential noise impacts.

Traffic and
Transport

PRoW.
Crossing of Haverhill Road.
Crossing of Sawston Road.
Private property access
(including agricultural land).

No permanent changes to PRoW. Some temporary controls on PRoW use
during construction.
Signal controlled crossings in favour of public transport with minimal dealy
to road users.
Access for private property to be maintained in form to be agreed with
landowners.
Access for agricultural vehicles to be included in design in consultation
with stakeholders.

You are invited to provide feedback on the scheme proposals in the questionnaire in the ‘Have your say’ section of this consultation.

Sawston Road to High
Street (south of Babraham)
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From Sawston Road to the A11 Travel Hub the
emerging design of the route has diverged from the
Outline Business Case to reduce the overall distance
travelled by public transport and Active Travel path
users, improve connectivity with the existing Active
Travel path network in the area and reduce the impact
on agricultural operations by minimising the amount
of severance across actively farmed fields.
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isting path next to
Sawston Road

On the south side of Sawston Road there will be
another stop, called the Sawston Stop, with similar
facilities to those described for the Great Shelford Stop.
Sawston
The proposed layout is shown below. In this area the
Stop
Active Travel path will leave the public transport route
CSET Active Travel route aligned along
existing path next to Sawston Road
and join the Sawston to Babraham cycleway.

Sawston Road

Sawston Road

High Street

From the Sawston Stop the new alignment progresses
in an easterly direction directly to the
Sawston
Road/
Sawston
Stop
High Street junction where another signalised crossing
will be installed. The land use in the area is arable
fields and there is one public footpath (PRoW 12/9)
crossed in this stretch.
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Sawston Stop on Sawston Road

High Street

A general arrangement plan for the route in this area is
shown to the right.
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Environmental
Issue

Key sensitivites in area

How we propose to address these

Air Quality

No significant concerns in this rural
environment.

Electric public transport vehicles will reduce the air
quality effects of the scheme.

Biodiversity

No major sensitivities.
Farmland bird species during winter and
breeding season.

Additional habitat creation along the route – increasing
connectivity between existing habitats where
appropriate.

Community and
Health

Maintaining existing access to land and
properties and all PRoW and permissive
paths.
Proximity to new residential properties.

No permanent changes to PRoW or permissive paths
proposed. Some temporary controls on PRoW use during
construction.
Stop for access by local community to public transport on
the scheme.
Landscape design and lighting designs to minimise visual
intrusion and noise effects on residents.
Alignments and land take reduced where practical,
avoiding taking small areas of land from fields where this
can be avoided.

Flood risk

Increase in flood risks from Active Travel
path and public transport route to
adjacent land.
No other major sensitivities.

Design to minimise impacts from scheme on flood risk to
adjacent land to include climate change impacts in long
term using SuDS principles.

Heritage

Buried archaeology.
Designed vista along tree-lined parkland
avenue from Babraham Hall (listed grade
II).
Church Farmhouse (Grade II listed).
Church of St Peter (Grade I listed).

Route near Sawston Road subject of geophysical surveys
in 2020.
Trial trenching of revised route to inform further potential
mitigation for buried archaeology.
Screening by bunding and landscape planting to
minimise impacts on setting of listed structures.

Landscape and
Visual Impacts

Sawston – residential properties.
Users of Sawston to Babraham Cycleway
Lighting from the stop on Sawston Road.
Open nature of countryside for long
distance views.

Landscape design along the route to take into account
existing landscape character of area to minimise visual
impact.
LED lighting at stops designed to minimise light spill,
lighting strategy to be developed that minimise lighting
during non-operational hours.

Land and Soils

Loss of arable land.
Grade 2 agricultural land.
Severance of land parcels impacting
existing use of land.

Reuse of soils in landscaping design.
Design to balance land take with benefits achieved
through scheme design (eg. New habitat creation or
screening to minimise visual impacts).
Access to fields to be included in design in consultation
with landowners.

Noise and
Vibration

Stop near to new residential housing.
Recreational users in open countryside.

Baseline noise surveys to include locations representative
of closest properties to route alignment and stops.
Where practicable noise mitigation (e.g. bunds or acoustic
barriers) to be included in design where scheme results in
significant adverse effects at nearby sensitive receptors.
Mitigation to reduce noise from stops to be defined in
agreement with stakeholders.
Electric vehicles will assist to minimise potential noise
impacts.

Traffic and
Transport

Crossing of Sawston Road and High Street. Road crossings will be controlled in favour of public
PRoW crossing.
transport with minimal delay to road users.
Active Travel path along Sawston Road.
No permanent impact on PRoW access. Some temporary
controls on PRoW use during construction.
Active Travel path along Sawston Road to be upgraded
and crossing of scheme designed to ensure safety of
users.
Access for agricultural vehicles to be included in design in
consultation with landowners.

You are invited to provide feedback on the scheme proposals in the questionnaire in the ‘Have your say’ section of this consultation.

High Street (south of
Babraham) to A11 Travel
Hub
From the High Street crossing, the route continues in a
straight line to re-join the original scheme alignment at
the River Granta (Babraham) crossing where a bridge will
be constructed across the river. In this area the bridge
will be built to accommodate agricultural vehicles passing
beneath it, and will be on a viaduct to reduce the impacts
on floodplain storage in the area. The route then traverses
a field before entering the Travel Hub site. There is a
major constraint on the Travel Hub boundaries due to the
existence of a high pressure gas main between the river
crossing and the Travel Hub.
A general arrangement plan for the route in this area is
shown below.
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Environmental
Issue

Key sensitivites in area

How we propose to address these

Air Quality

No significant concerns in this rural
environment.

Electric public transport vehicles will reduce the air
quality effects of the scheme.

Biodiversity

River Granta County Wildlife Site.
Protected species along river corridor.
Farmland bird species during winter
and breeding season.

Bridge design to avoid impact on River Granta County
Wildlife Site.
Bridge design to minimise impact on bats, water voles
and otters using River Granta corridor.
Lighting design from Travel Hub to minimise light spill
and impacts on species along River Granta corridor.
Additional habitat creation along the route.

Community and
Health

Maintaining existing access to land
and properties and all PRoW and
permissive paths.
Access for farm vehicles.
Abstraction licence and facilities for
irrigation of agricultural land.

No permanent changes to PRoW or permissive paths
proposed. Some temporary controls on PRoW use during
construction.
Active Travel paths providing improved access to
Babraham Research Campus and Granta Park.
Design avoids impact on agricultural irrigation
infrastructure and maintains access for farm vehicles.
Alignments and land take reduced where practical,
avoiding taking small areas of land from fields where this
can be avoided.

Flood risk and
Water Resources

Floodplain in the area of River Granta.
Loss of flood storage due to bridge
over River Granta.
Weirs for irrigation infrastructure on
River Granta.

Design to minimise impacts from scheme on flood risk to
adjacent land to include climate change impacts in long
term, using SuDS principles.
Bridge will be on viaduct (not embankment) to minimise
impact of the scheme on flood storage in the floodplain
and impact on the weirs in the river channel.
Compensation flood storage to be provided as
appropriate.

Heritage

Buried archaeology from multiple
periods.
Proximity to Babraham Conversation
Area (including 8 listed assets in
village).
Proximity to Pampisford Hall
Registered Park and Garden.

Geophysical surveys of Travel Hub area completed.
Aerial photographic survey carried out in 2019.
Trial trenching to inform further potential mitigation for
buried archaeology.
Screening by bunding and landscape planting to
minimise impacts on setting of conservation area.
Pampisford Hall is on other side of A505 and realigned
route is now over 800m from park and gardens – no
mitigation proposed.

Landscape and
Visual Impacts

Lighting from nearby Travel Hub.
Views from PRoW.
Views from properties in Babraham
village.

Landscape design along the route to take into account
existing landscape character of area to minimise visual
impact.
LED lighting at stops designed to minimise light spill,
lighting strategy to be developed that minimise lighting
during non-operational hours.

Land and Soils

Loss of arable land.
Grade 2 agricultural land.

Reuse of soils in landscaping design.
Design to balance land take with benefits achieved
through scheme design (eg. new habitat creation or
screening to minimise visual impacts).

Noise and
Vibration

No major concerns in the area.

Route is about 350m from nearest Babraham residences.
No specific noise mitigation proposed.
Electric vehicles will assist to minimise potential noise
impacts.

Traffic and
Transport

Crossing of High Street south of
Babraham.
Agricultural vehicles.

Signalised control for crossing over High Street in favour
of public transport vehicles with minimal delay to road
users.
Access maintained for agricultural vehicles following
consultation with landowner.

You are invited to provide feedback on the scheme proposals in the questionnaire in the ‘Have your say’ section of this consultation.

A11 Travel Hub
The A11 Travel Hub will be constructed alongside
the A11 between the River Granta and the A1307,
covering an area of approximately 20ha. A Babraham
new
roundabout junction will be constructed on the
A1307 to allow users of the Travel Hub to safely
enter and leave the new site. Public transport
vehicles will be able to leave/join the segregated
route at this point and re-enter/leave the public
road network as well.
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There is a public footpath (PRoW 12/4) which
traverses the Travel Hub site and crosses the A11
across an existing footbridge. Improving the access
for cyclists and pedestrians to the footbridge on
either side of the A11 will form part of the CSET
scheme.
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A11 Travel
Hub
• Route A connects the Travel Hub to Granta Park
• Route B goes along the existing footpath from the
Travel Hub to the High Street with a diversion to
avoid the farmyard
• Route C goes from the Travel Hub along the Active
Travel route to the High Street and then runs along
the High StreetR to
Research Campus
i v eBabraham
r Granta
• Route D goes from the Travel Hub alongside the
A1307 to Babraham Research Campus
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Pedestrian and cycling access to the
Babraham Research Campus and Granta
Park from the Travel Hub is likely to form
part of the CSET Scheme. The proposed
routes are shown in the figure below.
The southern part of the Travel Hub site
in the flood plain of the River Granta,
in this area the site drainage will be
completed along with suitable habitat
creation but there will be no car parking
or other infrastructure in this area. All
parking areas, access roads and user
facilities will be lit with suitable LED
lighting columns designed to minimise
impacts on wildlife and the night sky
generally.
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A general arrangement plan for the Travel Hub is
shown on the right.
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Equestrian access to cross the A11 is being
considered via a new path alongside the A11 down
to the River Granta passing under the A11 and then
back alongside the A11 to the footbridge.
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The potential Active Travel paths to
Babraham Research Campus and Granta
Park are shown in the figure below on
the left.
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Environmental
Issue

Key sensitivites in
area of Travel Hub

How we propose to address these

Air Quality

No significant concerns in
this rural environment.

Electric public transport vehicles will reduce the air quality effects of the
scheme

Biodiversity

Protected species in the
area, particularly along A11
and River Granta.
Large trees along existing
PRoW.
Farmland bird species
during winter and breeding
season.

Licences for moving/relocating.
Design layout to preserve large oak trees.
Lighting design from Travel Hub to minimise light spill and impacts on
species along River Granta corridor and in immediate vicinity of the
Travel Hub site.
Habitat creation around the perimeter of the Travel Hub site, increasing
connectivity of existing woodland blocks and pond creation.

Community and
Health

Access between Babraham
and A11 footbridge.
Maintaining existing access
to land and properties and
all PRoW and permissive
paths.
Operational intrusion on
communities.

No permanent changes to PRoW or permissive paths proposed. Some
temporary controls on PRoW use during construction.
Increased connectivity for Active Travel users in area between Travel
Hub and Babraham Research Campus and Granta Park employment
centres. Improved access to high quality public transport for local residents and commuters.
Improvements for equestrian access to cross A11 via new equestrian
route under existing A11 bridge over River Granta.

Flood risk and
Water Resources

Travel Hub within River
Granta floodplain (Flood
Zone 2 and 3).

Design Travel Hub layout to avoid sensitive infrastructure being located
in designated flood zones.
Design to minimise impacts from scheme on flood risk to adjacent land
to include climate change impacts in long term.
Permeable paving to be included in design to minimise rapid runoff.
SuDS drainage design to manage all Travel Hub runoff.
Habitat creation within the floodplain.

Heritage

Buried archaeology.
Proximity to Babraham
Conservation Area
(including 8 listed assets in
village).
Proximity to Pampisford Hall
Registered Park and Garden.

Geophysical surveys of Travel Hub area completed.
Aerial photographic survey carried out in 2019.
Trial trenching underway to identify buried archaeology.
Screening by bunding and landscape planting to minimise impacts on
setting of conservation area.
Design to include public information on heritage and archaeology of the
area during operation.
Travel Hub is over 750m from Pampisford Hall park and gardens which is
on other side of A505 – no specific mitigation proposed.

Landscape and
Visual Impacts

Solar panels on northern
portion.
Major new infrastructure for
car parking.
Views from residences in
Babraham village.
Views from PRoW and
bridge over A11.
Lighting from the site.

Landscape design along the route to take into account existing
landscape character of area to minimise visual impact.
Screening by planting and use of excess spoil to create bunding to
reduce visbility of car parking and public transport interchange.
LED lighting strategy to minimise light spill, potential for management of
lighting during night time to reduce lighting overnight.

Land and Soils

Loss of arable land.
Grade 2 agricultural
land with some Grade
3 agricultural land in
floodplain of River Granta.

Reuse of soils in landscaping design.
Design to balance land take with benefits achieved through scheme
design (eg. New habitat creation or screening to minimise visual
impacts).

Noise and
Vibration

Operational noise from hub.
New access and roundabout
on A1307 for access into the
Travel Hub on residences.

Travel Hub is over 400m from nearest residences in Babraham. No
specific noise mitigation proposed.
Limits on public transport operations likely to be in place (ie. no
overnight transport operations).
Receptors to south of Travel Hub are over 150m from site and on
opposite side of the A11 – no specific noise mitigation proposed.
No major changes in traffic along A1307 due to scheme – no specific
noise mitigation proposed.
Entrance roundabout from A1307 is over 350m from nearest existing
residences in Babraham – no specific noise mitigation.
Electric vehicles will assist to minimise potential noise impacts.

Traffic and
Transport

Impacts on traffic on A1307.

Access arrangement for Travel Hub designed to facilitate safety and
minimise impact on traffic flow.

You are invited to provide feedback on the scheme proposals in the questionnaire in the ‘Have your say’ section of this consultation.

